Welcome to the...

Phoenix Cloud
Cymax - Your absolute piece of mind Cloud Technology Partner

Ph: 1300 790 690

www.cymax.com.au

Moving to ‘The Cloud’ means doing away with expensive to
maintain servers and local computer based software, in favour of
running directly and securely from the internet. Cloud computing
allows small business fast, flexible access and data management
and use of powerful applications like Exchange, Sharepoint, Live
Meeting and Office, as well as ERP systems like Greentree.
Because Cymax takes a business approach to IT and understands
from a technology perspective what’s required to support your
business, you have the piece of mind knowing the right pieces
have already been put together so you can focus your time where it
is needed.
Tailored for Greentree - Welcome to the Phoenix Cloud.

Ph: 1300 790 690

www.cymax.com.au

Talk to us about the Phoenix Cloud.

Ph: 1300 790 690

With your business operating securely in the Phoenix Cloud
- Cymax will provide a highly reliable and scalable platform.
This will immediately deliver organisational efficiency and cost
savings.
By taking a leap into the future your business will be more agile,
easily responding to the dynamics of ‘doing business’.
What makes the Phoenix Cloud unique is not just that the suite
of applications pieced together for your business, it is that we
can also optionally manage and maintain connectivity of your
business from the cloud all the way to the keyboard in your office
(and everything in between). Well, What are you waiting for?
Greentree Essentials - from $107.00ex GST/user/month.
Greentree + Webstore + eCRM + Webview + eService + eHR,
Microsoft Excel, Daily Backups and secure remote access.
Plus a nominal setup.

Phoenix Business Essentials - from $176.00ex GST/user/month.
Greentree Essential + Microsoft Office Standard + Microsoft
Exchange + Phoenix Business Web Hosting + Email Continuity.
You can sync your contacts, appointments + email with your smartphone.

Phoenix Business Comprehensive - from $222.80ex GST/user/month.
Phoenix Business Essential + High Availability + Email Archiving (for up to
10 years) + Web content filtering + Phoenix Premium Web Hosting + DNS.
Optional Microsoft Access $5.10ex GST/user/month.
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